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WHY IENGAGEIT?
We provide innovative solutions to the common business roadblocks to
provide the inevitable edge and value to our client's business
Team members compliemnt each others skills .
We don’t innovate in isolation but infact have a thriving culture of innovation
which encourages everyone to work together in developing new ideas to
improve how the solutions are delivered and business is run.
Even when doing common things we are committed to do them
uncommonly well.
We work on Lean Agile in GDM and are committed to add unimaginable
value to our client's business with our technical knowledge and vast
experience of working in global tech industry
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REQUIRMENT
Our Client wanted to support the parents and
carers of young children with an easy to use
and innovative app to Track their well being
and medicine intake precisely.It's a fact that
wrong information leads to 80% of wrong
diagnosis. Also missed or wrong dosage of
medication leads to 56% of fatalities and 62%
of further complications. There's a huge gap
and with the heightened stress of caring for a
child or children the probability of relaying
wrong information to GP increases manifolds.
This app already had backing from TechStart
and a loacl health trust.
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iEngageIT Solution
Firt and foremost we worked closely with
client in getting the requirments finallised. It's
the most important part of delivering a
solution as the whole process of deign
,development and deployment isplanned on
this.
We then started by targetting the platform, in
this case iOS.
Once we had that decision in place , we
decided on the storage options keeping in
mind GDPR compliance.
We did the end-to end design which acted as
the guiding resource forintutive while being
simple and clean UI.
Development followed quickly after and we
delivered the app to client in time for their
campaign successfully.
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Challenges/ Benifits
Requirments were very high level and the client's team had no experience
of working with Tech teams.
There was no defined process but timelines were fixed.
All the related information was at different places.
The best thing was the Client team. It was open and receptive to
suggestions and implementing a process for delivery.
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